1. Title: 5 language visual dictionary  
   LCSH: Picture dictionaries, Polyglot  
   Answer: 413.17  
   (*Polyglot dictionaries in 413 class–here note has hierarchical force*)

2. Title: Cognitive aspects of bilingualism  
   LCSH: Bilingualism—Psychological aspects  
   Answer: 404.2019  
   (*T1—04: “Use this subdivision only when it is specifically set forth in the schedules. Add other standard subdivisions—01–09 to it and its subdivisions as required . . .”*)

3. Title: Lyon et l’illustration de la langue française à la Renaissance  
   LCSH: French language—Middle French, 1300–1600  
   . LCSH: French language—France—Lyon—History  
   Answer: 447.020945823  
   (*See reference at 447.94–447.99 overrides rule of zero. Add T1—09 plus T2 notation as instructed at T1—093–099*)

4. Title: The German language in Switzerland: multilingualism, diglossia and variation  
   LCSH: German language—Dialects—Switzerland  
   LCSH: German language—Switzerland  
   LCSH: German language—Social aspects—Switzerland  
   LCSH: Sociolinguistics—Switzerland  
   Answer: 437.9494  
   (*Apply add instruction at 437.94–.99; add T2 notation*)

5. Title: Lakota  
   LCSH: Lakota language—Grammar  
   Answer: 497.52445  
   (*Add T6 notation; then, because Lakota in list at 497.52–.58, add T4 notation*)
6. Title: A grammar of New Testament Greek  
LCSH: Greek language, Biblical—Grammar  
Answer: 487.4  
(See note at T4—7: Works on writing systems, etymology, dictionaries, phonology, phonetics, grammar, applied linguistics are classed here when applied to historical and geographic variations, to modern nongeographic variations; a specific number for Koine [Hellenistic Greek] is provided under 487 at 487.4; Biblical Greek is in the class—here note [note difference between treatment here, where Koine has its own number, and T6—87
Preclassical and postclassical Greek, with its including note for Mycenaean Greek, Linear B; Biblical Greek, Koine [Hellenistic Greek]; Byzantine Greek)

7. Title: 750 French verbs and their uses  
LCSH: French language—Verb  
LCSH: French language—Usage  
From publisher description: "Essential grammar taught simply and directly... 750 French Verbs and Their Uses gives you the backbone of language study—correct verb usage—by showing verb conjugations in their contexts."  
Answer: 448.2  
(Descriptive vs. prescriptive—prescriptive approach signaled by “correct verb usage;” add notation from T4)

8. Title: Langenscheidt's pocket Polish dictionary: English–Polish, Polish–English  
LCSH: English language—Dictionaries—Polish  
LCSH: Polish language—Dictionaries—English  
Answer: 491.85321  
(Class bilingual dictionaries with language coming last [Polish]; add T4 notation [for bilingual dictionaries], then T6 notation [for English])

9. Title: The pronunciation of Greek and Latin  
LCSH: Classical languages—Pronunciation  
Answer: 481.52  
(Note at 470, Class comprehensive works on Latin and Greek in 480; note at 480, Class here Hellenic languages, comprehensive works on classical (Greek and Latin) languages; add T4 notation, as instructed under 481–488)

10. Title: Para uma gramática da língua gestual portuguesa  
LCSH: Portuguese Sign Language—Grammar  
Answer: 419.46905  
(Apply add instruction under 419.4–419.9; add T2 notation, then facet indicator 0, then T4 notation)
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8. Title: Langenscheidt's pocket Polish dictionary: English–Polish, Polish–English
   LCSH: English language—Dictionaries—Polish
   LCSH: Polish language—Dictionaries—English
   Answer:

9. Title: The pronunciation of Greek and Latin
   LCSH: Classical languages—Pronunciation
   Answer:

10. Title: Para uma gramática da língua gestual portuguesa
    LCSH: Portuguese Sign Language—Grammar
    Answer: